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The Replacement System
Turbine Efficiency offers a new combined solution for turbine control. It can replace Ruston gas turbines obsolete ‘Rustronic MkII’ control
cards.
Controller Upgrade Solution.
This is intended to be a quick turnaround upgrade solution, that is designed to replace only the MkII controller with a new Allen Bradley PLC
system. It reuses all of the other existing equipment in the original control panel. With a rapid 16-week delivery lead time, the main benefit of
this system is a very short installation time of less than 6 days.
The main driver for this is to allow the upgrade to be implemented during a short-planned shutdown period, minimizing downtime and risk
reduction to owners and operators. This upgrade solution is simple, reliable and is a proven success.
Controller HMI.
The replacement HMI is the visualization interface of the Controller Upgrade that incorporates the latest high performance SCADA design
philosophy’s.

It provides local onsite SCADA solution for the Controller upgrade and has an option for a read only remote monitoring system, for viewing on
any device that supports a web browser.
The layout, graphics and colour scheme have been designed to provide an environment that is easy for any operator to use and incorporates
an automated intuitive system that automatically navigates through the pages during the startup of the turbine. This ensures the relevant
information is displayed, depending on where in the startup sequence the turbine is, on the operator’s screen.
Alarm management has been designed with careful consideration of the MkII event reporting system to exactly mimic information and colour
scheme that was provided by the MkII system. This greatly reduces confusion to the operator when using the new system.
The HMI can be configured to use the local language of the Customer or Site.

MKII TCM Upgrade
Overview
We will replace, on a service exchange basis, your outdated and obsolete Rustronic MKII controller with an up to date PLC system and touchscreen
HMI. The new equipment will slot straight in from where the MKII controller racks have been removed from the TCM, utilising the existing ribbon
cable connections. This minimises downtime and keeps disruption of other cabling and equipment in the TCM to a minimum. The HMI will feature
an advanced graphics package giving improved operator and engineer usability and simplicity. The replacement racks will be fully tested and
provide the same functionality as the original system. The controller replacement system is a current Ethernet based open platform which can be
accessed for remote monitoring.
The overall upgrade solution will consist of the following parts;
• Controller replacement
•

Panel mounted touch screen HMI system

•

Minor wiring modifications

Detail
The controller replacement solution retains the existing control panel and all of its external interface terminations. The internal interface wiring
(ribbon cable system) is retained up to the back of the existing MKII controller chassis. The existing MKII chassis (2 off) are unplugged from the
ribbon cables and removed along with the mounting arrangement. The new replacement controller chassis are mounted and then connected to
the ribbon cables. Additional wiring is then fitted to provide the 24VDC power connections. A small number of additional modifications are
required to replace the interface modules (“Soapdishes”) for RTD circuits due to the old design of the Rustronic MKII system.
The replacement controller system comprises of 2 chassis designed to fit in to the space of Rustronic MKII controller chassis. These chassis contain
an Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLC system which is connected via a DLR (Device Level Ring) Ethernet network. The Ethernet Network not only
connects the PLC IO system but also the HMI, vibration monitor, throttle valve system and also remote connections. Also contained within this
system are the over speed detection, watchdog / safety system and the managed Ethernet switch.

First Installation
Turbine Efficiency completed the installation of Rustronic Mark II TCM upgrade in August 2016, as part of converting a conventional combustion
Typhoon Gas Turbine to a low emissions combustion system. Historically, down time due to turbine control system failures has cost up to €50K
per year in lost production, the system upgrade has removed this risk. The completed upgrade solution was handed over for commercial
operation in September 2016.
This project only reiterates that Turbine Efficiency truly are a company that can be your partner in power for many years to come. Whatever your
needs, from refurbished or new installations, maintenance and overhaul capabilities, asset life extension, through to end of life support and
individual parts supply and repairs, we will work with you to provide precise, value-added solutions to fit your individual operations.

Allen Bradley PLC replaces obsolete Rustronic control cards

The operator interface will retain the existing indicator panel, the new equipment
will provide a basic interface comprising of;

Rustronic Cabinet Retained

•

Normal stop button

•

Shrouded emergency stop button

The PLC system will comprise of the following equipment / modules;
•

1756‐A10 10 slot rack

•

1756‐PB75 24Vdc power supply

•

1756‐EN2TR Ethernet communications module

•

1756‐L71 Processor module

•

1756-HIST Historian module (as part of the remote monitoring)

•

MVI56-MENET Modbus over TCP/IP (Optional)

•

1756‐IRT8I Thermocouple/RTD module

•

1756‐CFM Flowmeter module

•

1756‐OF8 Analog output module

•

1756‐IB32 Digital input module

•

1756‐OB32 Digital output module

Safety System
Normal safe operation is achieved by functions in the PLC system. To provide an additional level
of safety, a limited key number of "trip" conditions will be detected by an independent Safety
System.
These key shutdown signals will include: ‐
•
Front panel emergency push button
•
Turbine over speed
•
PLC Watchdog pulse timer failure
The safety system is integrated into the existing control panel hardwired stop loop so that the
existing system of power supply isolation for tripping the unit is retained.

A Pilz 772100 PNOZ Protection Module with
twelve inputs and eight outputs will be
provided. This is a high integrity module
suitable for use in SIL 2 and 3 applications.

Over Speed System: the existing speed probe will be
connected to a Jaquet T501 dual channel speed switch.
This will be wired to provides a 1out 2 voting system.
Relay output contacts from the T501 module shall be
wired to the PNOZ Protection Module and to the PLC to
provide shutdown and alarm initiation. The system will
be arranged so that PLC cross checks the operation of
the speed switch.

Managed Ethernet switch
An Allen-Bradley Stratix 5700
managed Ethernet switch will
be used to connect the system.
Device Level Ring (DLR) is used
to connect the PLC IO racks and
vibration system to provide
robust communications.

PLC System Operation
The PLC system will be programmed with ControlLogix5000 using Turbine Efficiency proven software to provide the same functions of
control and monitoring as the original system. In summary these can be broadly broken down in to the following:•
Governor fuel control
•
Start‐up and shutdown sequence control
•
Lub. oil system control and monitoring
•
Fuel system control and monitoring
•
VGV system control and monitoring
•
Compressor wash sequence control
•
Vibration and temperature monitoring
•
Generator system interface
•
Power demand control
•
Alarm and trip generation

Panel Mounted HMI System
The OEM system was originally fitted with a PC based HMI system, the monitor screen typically located in the top right area of the
panel, and the PC unit housed under one of the MKII controller racks. A new HMI system using Wonderware Intouch will be supplied
and mounted in the control panel for either the controller replacement or the retrofit control panel.
The new HMI system will comprise of two parts;
•
Industrial PC base unit to be mounted inside the control cabinet
•
Touch screen monitor to be mounted in the original display location
The touch screen monitor will be the normal operator control interface using on screen touch buttons for start / stop / raise / lower /
alarm accept & reset and mode selections.
We will supply our standard HMI design as per the example screens:

